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The vast reduction in size and power consumption of CMOS circuitry has led to a large research effort based around the vision of
wireless sensor networks. The proposed networks will be comprised of thousands of small wireless nodes that operate in a multihop fashion, replacing long transmission distances with many low power, low cost wireless devices. The result will be the creation
of an intelligent environment responding to its inhabitants and ambient conditions. Wireless devices currently being designed and
built for use in such environments typically run on batteries. However, as the networks increase in number and the devices
decrease in size, the replacement of depleted batteries will not be practical. The cost of replacing batteries in a few devices that
make up a small network about once per year is modest. However, the cost of replacing thousands of devices in a single building
annually, some of which are in areas difficult to access, is simply not practical. Another approach would be to use a battery that is
large enough to last the entire lifetime of the wireless sensor device. However, a battery large enough to last the lifetime of the
device would dominate the overall system size and cost, and thus is not very attractive. Alternative methods of powering the
devices that will make up the wireless networks are desperately needed.
This book contains all the topics of importance to the low power designer. It first lays the foundation and then goes on to detail the
design process. The book also discusses such special topics as power management and modal design, ultra low power, and low
power design methodology and flows. In addition, coverage includes projections of the future and case studies.
Until the 1990s, the reduction of the minimum feature sizes used to fabricate in- grated circuits, called “scaling”, has highlighted
serious advantages as integration density, speed, power consumption, functionality and cost. Direct consequence was the
decrease of cost-per-function, so the electronic productivity has largely progressed in this period. Another usually cited trend is the
evolution of the in- gration density as expressed by the well-know Moore’s Law in 1975: the number of devices per chip doubles
every 2 years. This evolution has allowed improving signi?cantly the circuit complexity, offering a great computing power in the
case of microprocessor, for example. However, since few years, signi?cant issues appeared such as the increase of the circuit
heating, device complexity, variability and dif?culties to improve the integration density. These new trends generate an important
growth in development and production costs. Though is it, since 40 years, the evolution of the microelectronics always f- lowed the
Moore’s law and each dif?culty has found a solution.
This book provides readers with a broad overview of integrated circuits, also generally referred to as micro-electronics. The
presentation is designed to be accessible to readers with limited, technical knowledge and coverage includes key aspects of
integrated circuit design, implementation, fabrication and application. The author complements his discussion with a large number
of diagrams and photographs, in order to reinforce the explanations. The book is divided into two parts, the first of which is
specifically developed for people with almost no or little technical knowledge. It presents an overview of the electronic evolution
and discusses the similarity between a chip floor plan and a city plan, using metaphors to help explain concepts. It includes a
summary of the chip development cycle, some basic definitions and a variety of applications that use integrated circuits. The
second part digs deeper into the details and is perfectly suited for professionals working in one of the semiconductor disciplines
who want to broaden their semiconductor horizon.
This introductory book assumes minimal knowledge of the existence of integrated circuits and of the terminal behavior of electronic
components such as resistors, diodes, and MOS and bipolar transistors. It presents to readers the basic information necessary for
more advanced processing and design books. Focuses mainly on the basic processes used in fabrication, including lithography,
oxidation, diffusion, ion implementation, and thin film deposition. Covers interconnection technology, packaging, and yield.
Appropriate for readers interested in the area of fabrication of solid state devices and integrated circuits.
The Art of Electronics: The x-Chapters expands on topics introduced in the best-selling third edition of The Art of Electronics,
completing the broad discussions begun in the latter. In addition to covering more advanced materials relevant to its companion,
The x-Chapters also includes extensive treatment of many topics in electronics that are particularly novel, important, or just exotic
and intriguing. Think of The x-Chapters as the missing pieces of The Art of Electronics, to be used either as its complement, or as
a direct route to exploring some of the most exciting and oft-overlooked topics in advanced electronic engineering. This enticing
spread of electronics wisdom and expertise will be an invaluable addition to the library of any student, researcher, or practitioner
with even a passing interest in the design and analysis of electronic circuits and instruments. You'll find here techniques and
circuits that are available nowhere else.
Beginning with discussions on the operation of electronic devices and analysis of the nucleus of digital design, the text addresses:
the impact of interconnect, design for low power, issues in timing and clocking, design methodologies, and the effect of design
automation on the digital design perspective.
For Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering courses that cover the design and technology of very large scale integrated
(VLSI) circuits and systems. May also be used as a VLSI reference for professional VLSI design engineers, VLSI design
managers, and VLSI CAD engineers. Modern VSLI Design provides a comprehensive “bottom-up” guide to the design of VSLI
systems, from the physical design of circuits through system architecture with focus on the latest solution for system-on-chip
(SOC) design. Because VSLI system designers face a variety of challenges that include high performance, interconnect delays,
low power, low cost, and fast design turnaround time, successful designers must understand the entire design process. The Third
Edition also provides a much more thorough discussion of hardware description languages, with introduction to both Verilog and
VHDL. For that reason, this book presents the entire VSLI design process in a single volume.
Design and optimization of integrated circuits are essential to the creation of new semiconductor chips, and physical optimizations
are becoming more prominent as a result of semiconductor scaling. Modern chip design has become so complex that it is largely
performed by specialized software, which is frequently updated to address advances in semiconductor technologies and increased
problem complexities. A user of such software needs a high-level understanding of the underlying mathematical models and
algorithms. On the other hand, a developer of such software must have a keen understanding of computer science aspects,
including algorithmic performance bottlenecks and how various algorithms operate and interact. "VLSI Physical Design: From
Graph Partitioning to Timing Closure" introduces and compares algorithms that are used during the physical design phase of
integrated-circuit design, wherein a geometric chip layout is produced starting from an abstract circuit design. The emphasis is on
essential and fundamental techniques, ranging from hypergraph partitioning and circuit placement to timing closure.
This introduction to circuit design is unusual in several respects. First, it offers not just explanations, but a full course. Each of the
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twenty-five sessions begins with a discussion of a particular sort of circuit followed by the chance to try it out and see how it
actually behaves. Accordingly, students understand the circuit's operation in a way that is deeper and much more satisfying than
the manipulation of formulas. Second, it describes circuits that more traditional engineering introductions would postpone: on the
third day, we build a radio receiver; on the fifth day, we build an operational amplifier from an array of transistors. The digital half of
the course centers on applying microcontrollers, but gives exposure to Verilog, a powerful Hardware Description Language. Third,
it proceeds at a rapid pace but requires no prior knowledge of electronics. Students gain intuitive understanding through immersion
in good circuit design.
Miller and Childers have focused on creating a clear presentation of foundational concepts with specific applications to signal
processing and communications, clearly the two areas of most interest to students and instructors in this course. It is aimed at
graduate students as well as practicing engineers, and includes unique chapters on narrowband random processes and simulation
techniques. The appendices provide a refresher in such areas as linear algebra, set theory, random variables, and more.
Probability and Random Processes also includes applications in digital communications, information theory, coding theory, image
processing, speech analysis, synthesis and recognition, and other fields. * Exceptional exposition and numerous worked out
problems make the book extremely readable and accessible * The authors connect the applications discussed in class to the
textbook * The new edition contains more real world signal processing and communications applications * Includes an entire
chapter devoted to simulation techniques
Low-Energy FPGAs: Architecture and Design is a primary resource for both researchers and practicing engineers in the field of
digital circuit design. The book addresses the energy consumption of Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). FPGAs are
becoming popular as embedded components in computing platforms. The programmability of the FPGA can be used to customize
implementations of functions on an application basis. This leads to performance gains, and enables reuse of expensive silicon.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of digital circuit design and FPGAs. Chapter 2 looks at the implication of deep-submicron
technology onFPGA power dissipation. Chapter 3 describes the exploration environment to guide and evaluate design decisions.
Chapter 4 discusses the architectural optimization process to evaluate the trade-offs between the flexibility of the architecture, and
the effect on the performance metrics. Chapter 5 reviews different circuit techniques to reduce the performance overhead of some
of the dominant components. Chapter 6 shows methods to configure FPGAs to minimize the programming overhead. Chapter 7
addresses the physical realization of some of the critical components and the final implementation of a specific low-energy FPGA.
Chapter 8 compares the prototype array to an equivalent commercial architecture.
This book is written for academic and professional researchers designing communication systems for pervasive and low power
applications. There is an introduction to wireless sensor networks, but the main emphasis of the book is on design techniques for
low power, highly integrated transceivers. Instead of presenting a single design perspective, this book presents the design
philosophies from three diverse research groups, providing three completely different strategies for achieving similar goals. By
presenting diverse perspectives, this book prepares the reader for the countless design decisions they will be making in their own
designs.
This book teaches the principles of physical design, layout, and simulation of CMOS integrated circuits. It is written around a very
powerful CAD program called Microwind that is available on the accompanying CD-ROM. Featuring a friendly interface, Microwind
is both educational and useful for designing CMOS chips.

Power consumption has become a major design consideration for battery-operated, portable systems as well as highperformance, desktop systems. Strict limitations on power dissipation must be met by the designer while still meeting
ever higher computational requirements. A comprehensive approach is thus required at all levels of system design,
ranging from algorithms and architectures to the logic styles and the underlying technology. Potentially one of the most
important techniques involves combining architecture optimization with voltage scaling, allowing a trade-off between
silicon area and low-power operation. Architectural optimization enables supply voltages of the order of 1 V using
standard CMOS technology. Several techniques can also be used to minimize the switched capacitance, including
representation, optimizing signal correlations, minimizing spurious transitions, optimizing sequencing of operations,
activity-driven power down, etc. The high- efficiency of DC-DC converter circuitry required for efficient, low-voltage and
low-current level operation is described by Stratakos, Sullivan and Sanders. The application of various low-power
techniques to a chip set for multimedia applications shows that orders-of-magnitude reduction in power consumption is
possible. The book also features an analysis by Professor Meindl of the fundamental limits of power consumption
achievable at all levels of the design hierarchy. Svensson, of ISI, describes emerging adiabatic switching techniques that
can break the CV2f barrier and reduce the energy per computation at a fixed voltage. Srivastava, of AT&T, presents the
application of aggressive shut-down techniques to microprocessor applications.
What makes some computers slow? Why do some digital systems operate reliably for years while others fail mysteriously
every few hours? How can some systems dissipate kilowatts while others operate off batteries? These questions of
speed, reliability, and power are all determined by the system-level electrical design of a digital system. Digital Systems
Engineering presents a comprehensive treatment of these topics. It combines a rigorous development of the fundamental
principles in each area with real-world examples of circuits and methods. The book not only serves as an undergraduate
textbook, filling the gap between circuit design and logic design, but can also help practising digital designers keep pace
with the speed and power of modern integrated circuits. The techniques described in this book, once used only in
supercomputers, are essential to the correct and efficient operation of any type of digital system.
Exponential improvement in functionality and performance of digital integrated circuits has revolutionized the way we live
and work. The continued scaling down of MOS transistors has broadened the scope of use for circuit technology to the
point that texts on the topic are generally lacking after a few years. The second edition of Digital Integrated Circuits:
Analysis and Design focuses on timeless principles with a modern interdisciplinary view that will serve integrated circuits
engineers from all disciplines for years to come. Providing a revised instructional reference for engineers involved with
Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit design and fabrication, this book delves into the dramatic advances in the field,
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including new applications and changes in the physics of operation made possible by relentless miniaturization. This
book was conceived in the versatile spirit of the field to bridge a void that had existed between books on transistor
electronics and those covering VLSI design and fabrication as a separate topic. Like the first edition, this volume is a
crucial link for integrated circuit engineers and those studying the field, supplying the cross-disciplinary connections they
require for guidance in more advanced work. For pedagogical reasons, the author uses SPICE level 1 computer
simulation models but introduces BSIM models that are indispensable for VLSI design. This enables users to develop a
strong and intuitive sense of device and circuit design by drawing direct connections between the hand analysis and the
SPICE models. With four new chapters, more than 200 new illustrations, numerous worked examples, case studies, and
support provided on a dynamic website, this text significantly expands concepts presented in the first edition.
Fully updated with the latest technologies, this edition covers the fundamental principles underlying fabrication processes
for semiconductor devices along with integrated circuits made from silicon and gallium arsenide. Stresses fabrication
criteria for such circuits as CMOS, bipolar, MOS, FET, etc. These diverse technologies are introduced separately and
then consolidated into complete circuits. An Instructor's Manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the
book is available from the Wiley editorial department.
The 2nd Edition of Analog Integrated Circuit Design focuses on more coverage about several types of circuits that have
increased in importance in the past decade. Furthermore, the text is enhanced with material on CMOS IC device
modeling, updated processing layout and expanded coverage to reflect technical innovations. CMOS devices and circuits
have more influence in this edition as well as a reduced amount of text on BiCMOS and bipolar information. New
chapters include topics on frequency response of analog ICs and basic theory of feedback amplifiers.
The authors present readers with a compelling, one-stop, advanced system perspective on the intrinsic issues of digital
system design. This invaluable reference prepares readers to meet the emerging challenges of the device and circuit
issues associated with deep submicron technology. It incorporates future trends with practical, contemporary
methodologies.
Low-Power CMOS Wireless Communications: A Wideband CDMA System Design focuses on the issues behind the
development of a high-bandwidth, silicon complementary metal-oxide silicon (CMOS) low-power transceiver system for
mobile RF wireless data communications. In the design of any RF communications system, three distinct factors must be
considered: the propagation environment in question, the multiplexing and modulation of user data streams, and the
complexity of hardware required to implement the desired link. None of these can be allowed to dominate. Coupling
between system design and implementation is the key to simultaneously achieving high bandwidth and low power and is
emphasized throughout the book. The material presented in Low-Power CMOS Wireless Communications: A Wideband
CDMA System Design is the result of broadband wireless systems research done at the University of California,
Berkeley. The wireless development was motivated by a much larger collaborative effort known as the Infopad Project,
which was centered on developing a mobile information terminal for multimedia content - a wireless `network computer'.
The desire for mobility, combined with the need to support potentially hundreds of users simultaneously accessing fullmotion digital video, demanded a wireless solution that was of far lower power and higher data rate than could be
provided by existing systems. That solution is the topic of this book: a case study of not only wireless systems designs,
but also the implementation of such a link, down to the analog and digital circuit level.
Intended for use in undergraduate senior-level digital circuit design courses with advanced material sufficient for graduatelevel courses. Progressive in content and form, this text successfully bridges the gap between the circuit perspective and
system perspective of digital integrated circuit design. Beginning with solid discussions on the operation of electronic
devices and in-depth analysis of the nucleus of digital design, the text maintains a consistent, logical flow of subject
matter throughout. The revision addresses today's most significant and compelling industry topics, including: the impact
of interconnect, design for low power, issues in timing and clocking, design methodologies, and the tremendous effect of
design automation on the digital design perspective. The revision reflects the ongoing evolution in digital integrated circuit
design, especially with respect to the impact of moving into the deep-submicron realm.
This updated printing of the leading text and reference in digital systems testing and testable design provides
comprehensive, state-of-the-art coverage of the field. Included are extensive discussions of test generation, fault
modeling for classic and new technologies, simulation, fault simulation, design for testability, built-in self-test, and
diagnosis. Complete with numerous problems, this book is a must-have for test engineers, ASIC and system designers,
and CAD developers, and advanced engineering students will find this book an invaluable tool to keep current with recent
changes in the field.
CD-ROM contains: AIM SPICE (from AIM Software) -- Micro-Cap 6 (from Spectrum Software) -- Silos III Verilog
Simulator (from Simucad) -- Adobe Acrobat Reader 4.0 (from Adobe).
Top-down approach to practical, tool-independent, digital circuit design, reflecting how circuits are designed.
Contains the most extensive coverage of digital integrated circuits available in a single source. Provides complete
qualitative descriptions of circuit operation followed by in-depth analytical analyses and spice simulations. The circuit
families described in detail are transistor-transistor logic (TTL, STTL, and ASTTL), emitter-coupled logic (ECL), NMOS
logic, CMOS logic, dynamic CMOS, BiCMOS structures and various GASFET technologies. In addition to detailed
presentation of the basic inverter circuits for each digital logic family, complete details of other logic circuits for these
families are presented.
The impact of digital integrated circuits on our modern society has been pervasive. They are the enabling technology of
the current computer and information-technology revolution. This is largely true because of the immense amount of signal
and computer processing that can be realized in a single integrated circuit; modern IC's may contain millions of logic
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gates. This text book is intended to take a reader having only a minimal background and knowledge in electronics to the
point where they can design state-of-the-art digital integrated circuits. Designing high-performance digital integrated
circuits requires expertise in many different areas. These include semiconductor physics, integrated circuit processing,
transistor-level design, logic-level design, system-level design, testing, etc. Aspects of these topics are covered
throughout this text, although the emphasis is on transistor-level design of digital integrated circuits and systems. This is
in contrast to the perspective in many other texts, which takes a system-level or VLSI approach where transistor-level
details are minimized. It is the author's belief that before system-level considerations can be properly evaluated, an indepth tranisistor-level understanding must first be obtained. Important system-level considerations such as timing, pipelining, clock distribution, and system building blocks are covered in detail, but the emphasis on transistors first.
Throughout the book, physical and intuitive explanations are given, and although mathematical quantitative analysis of
many circuits have necessarily been presented, Martin has attempted not to "miss seeing the forest because of the
trees". This book presents the critical underlying concepts without becoming entangled in tedious and over-complicated
circuit analyses. It is intended for senior/graduate level students in electrical and computer engineering. This course
assumes the Sedra/Smith Microelectronic Circuits course as a prerequisite.
KEY BENEFIT: This hands-on book leads readers through the complete process of building a ready-to-fabricate CMOS
integrated circuit using popular commercial design software. KEY TOPICS: The VLSI CAD flow described in this book
uses tools from two vendors: Cadence Design Systems, Inc. and Synopsys Inc. Detailed tutorials include step-by-step
instructions and screen shots of tool windows and dialog boxes. MARKET: A useful reference for chip designers.
The fourth edition of CMOS Digital Integrated Circuits: Analysis and Design continues the well-established tradition of the
earlier editions by offering the most comprehensive coverage of digital CMOS circuit design, as well as addressing stateof-the-art technology issues highlighted by the widespread use of nanometer-scale CMOS technologies. In this latest
edition, virtually all chapters have been re-written, the transistor model equations and device parameters have been
revised to reflect the sigificant changes that must be taken into account for new technology generations, and the material
has been reinforced with up-to-date examples. The broad-ranging coverage of this textbook starts with the fundamentals
of CMOS process technology, and continues with MOS transistor models, basic CMOS gates, interconnect effects,
dynamic circuits, memory circuits, arithmetic building blocks, clock and I/O circuits, low power design techniques, design
for manufacturability and design for testability.
Market_Desc: Engineers Special Features: " Updates the coverage of bipolar technologies" Enhances the discussion of
biCMOS" Provides a more unified treatment of digital and analog circuit design while strengthening the coverage of
CMOS" Removes the chapter on non-linear analog circuits" Adds a new operational amplifier example to chapter 11
About The Book: This is the only comprehensive book in the market for engineers that covers CMOS, bipolar
technologies, and biCMOS integrated circuits. The fifth edition retains its completeness, updates the coverage of bipolar
technologies, and enhances the discussion of biCMOS. It provides a more unified treatment of digital and analog circuit
design while strengthening the coverage of CMOS. The chapter on non-linear analog circuits has been removed and
chapter 11 has been updated to include an operational amplifier example. With its streamlined and up-to-date coverage,
more engineers can turn to this resource to explore key concepts in the field.
Digital Integrated CircuitsA Design Perspective
Power Aware Design Methodologies was conceived as an effort to bring all aspects of power-aware design
methodologies together in a single document. It covers several layers of the design hierarchy from technology, circuit
logic, and architectural levels up to the system layer. It includes discussion of techniques and methodologies for
improving the power efficiency of CMOS circuits (digital and analog), systems on chip, microelectronic systems,
wirelessly networked systems of computational nodes and so on. In addition to providing an in-depth analysis of the
sources of power dissipation in VLSI circuits and systems and the technology and design trends, this book provides a
myriad of state-of-the-art approaches to power optimization and control. The different chapters of Power Aware Design
Methodologies have been written by leading researchers and experts in their respective areas. Contributions are from
both academia and industry. The contributors have reported the various technologies, methodologies, and techniques in
such a way that they are understandable and useful.
Low Power Design Methodologies presents the first in-depth coverage of all the layers of the design hierarchy, ranging
from the technology, circuit, logic and architectural levels, up to the system layer. The book gives insight into the
mechanisms of power dissipation in digital circuits and presents state of the art approaches to power reduction. Finally, it
introduces a global view of low power design methodologies and how these are being captured in the latest design
automation environments. The individual chapters are written by the leading researchers in the area, drawn from both
industry and academia. Extensive references are included at the end of each chapter. Audience: A broad introduction for
anyone interested in low power design. Can also be used as a text book for an advanced graduate class. A starting point
for any aspiring researcher.
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